We study the effect of the carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) on the high harmonic generation (HHG) from a quantum ring driven by two short orthogonal lasers polarized along the x and y axes. In particular, by varying only the phase of the laser polarized along y it is possible to control the intensity of the emitted harmonics. In fact, we show that the system can efficiently emit harmonics if the laser polarized along y is small and that the cut-off of the spectra can be controlled by changing the phase or the intensity ratio between the two lasers. The wavelet analysis of the emitted harmonics and the time dependence of the angular momentum and of the energy acquired by the electron show that the electron has several main angular momentum variations that generate the cut-off harmonics in as many pulses. These results may have a significant technological impact in computer technology to store information. The implementation of a logical gate that exploits the different temporal locations of the pulses is discussed.
Introduction
Experimental evidence demonstrates that atoms and molecules driven by an intense laser pulse of angular frequency u L irradiate new electromagnetic waves whose spectrum essentially contains harmonics of u L . The intensity of the lines rapidly decreases for the rst few harmonics, is almost constant along a wide plateau and then quenches in a quick cut-off. As a rule, scatterers with spherical symmetry emit only odd harmonics. The phenomenon, called high harmonic generation (HHG), provides an important benchmark to non-linear theories and seems to be on the verge of becoming an effective source of high frequency and coherent radiation; actual experiments show that the plateau can be as large as u M z 100u L 1-4 i.e. using a laser wavelength of l L ¼ 800 nm ¼ ħu L y 1.55 eV (as in this paper), and that obtaining a cut-off energy of ħu M z 150 eV is possible.
For applications as well as fundamental reasons, the control of the characteristics of the spectrum and, overall, of the extension of the plateau is of paramount interest and several ways of reaching these goals have been suggested. For instance, the most efficient coupling between radiation and matter is achieved when the laser frequency is resonant with a molecular transition, in this case, for large accelerations of the charges obtained even at intermediate laser intensity; thus the exploitation of resonances has been indicated as a viable solution.
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Also, large molecules and mesoscopic systems such as graphene and fullerene have large electric polarizability and can be effective sources of harmonics. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] A noteworthy system is the quantum ring (QR), a slender planar structure with a circular geometry. It presents several optical properties, in particular, when driven by a circularly polarized laser eld, it emits a harmonic spectrum more intense than that emitted from benzene.
18 Moreover, when driven by a two color laser eld it can efficiently emit a broad harmonic spectrum. 19, 20 Concentric double quantum rings were used to investigate the AharonovBohm oscillation. This oscillation was utilized to design logic gates with quantum rings.
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A mesoscopic ring treated with a magnetic ux is used to make NAND gates;
22 in the experiment the ring is attached symmetrically to two metallic electrodes and two gate voltages are applied in one arm of the ring, these are treated as the two inputs of the NAND gate. Optical signals are used in ref. 23 where two silicon microring resonators driven by a monochromatic laser are used to perform XOR and XNOR operations. They use two electrical signals to control the resonant states of the microrings. By changing the states it is possible to control the logic output in order to have XOR and XNOR operations. In ref. 24 and 25 the authors create direct OR/NOR and AND/NAND logic circuits using two parallel microrings. In ref. 26 the possibility of generating optical NOT and XOR logic operations based on a terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer is shown.
In the theoretical description of a laser pulse with a duration of a few optical cycles, an important parameter is the so called carrier-envelope phase (CEP), which is the phase of the carrier wave with respect to the maximum of the envelope. Recently, its actual value has been shown to be an important tool for controlling the properties of the radiation.
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In this paper we study the emission of high harmonics using a QR driven by two orthogonal lasers polarized along the x and y axes. In particular, we are interested in the comprehension of the role of the CEP in the extension of the plateau and in the relative intensity of the harmonic lines in order to use the emitted harmonics as logic signals. To do this, we need to understand when the harmonics near the cut-off are emitted. Thus we perform a wavelet analysis of the spectra to study the time evolution of the intensity of the harmonics and show that the lines in the cut-off region are generated in several pulses with a 0.5 optical cycle (oc) duration; oscillations of the intensity of the harmonic lines with a frequency double that of the laser have been reported in similar calculations. 28, 29 These results and the presence of a residual angular momentum of the electron led us to suggest using a QR for storing information and for fabricating two/three/four-state logic gates. The all-optical system introduced here has the advantage that it exploits a process, such as harmonic generation, of the electronic systems that takes approximately 10 À15 seconds instead of approximately 10 À7 seconds. This is a great advantage because it speeds up all the logic operations by orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the absence of electrical circuits reduces power consumption due to the lack of dissipation in the form of heat and allows further miniaturization of the devices.
Theory
To gain insight on the physics of the system under consideration we adopt a simplied model that does not shade the effects and helps with visualization. Thus we consider one electron bound to a one-dimensional ring of radius R lying in the x-y plane, driven by a laser eld polarized in the same plane; no ionization is possible within the assumed model, and the three-step mechanism cannot be invoked to explain harmonic generation. We are interested in the range l L [ R thus the electric eld may be written in the so called dipole approximation:
where E 0 is the electric eld strength,3 x and3 y are unit vectors along the x and the y axes, respectively, and f(t) is the shape of the two laser pulses. The phase f in the y component of the eld denotes the carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) and is an important parameter in our subsequent investigation. The parameter b sets the relative strength of the two lasers; for b ¼ 0 we have only the electric eld along the x axis, for b ¼ 45 the two electric elds have the same strength and, nally, for b ¼ 90 we have only the second electric eld. Finally, we remark that a correct description of a pulse prole requires that
be approximately fullled with the set of parameters used in this paper for any value of f. The Hamiltonian of our system written in the length gauge is:
where m e is the electron mass, q is the angle between the electron position and the x axis,
, and h -' z is the z component of the angular momentum operator. The full wave function |j(t)i of the electron is a solution of the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE)
and can be expanded as
where jmi5e imf ffiffiffiffiffiffi 2p p are eigenstates of the laser-free Hamiltonian with energy ħu m ¼ ħ 2 m 2 /2m e R 2 and orbital angular momentum L z |mi ¼ mħ|mi. Substitution of |j(t)i into the TDSE leads to an innite set of coupled differential equations for the probability amplitudes c m (t)
By dening u j;k ¼ c * j ðtÞc k ðtÞ we nd the expectation value of the components of the charge position:
By differentiating two times x(t) and y(t) and with the help of the TDSE we nd the electron accelerationã(t) ¼ (a x (t),a y (t)); and, using the classical Larmor formula:
whereã(u) ¼ (a x (u),a y (u)) is the Fourier transform ofã(t), we nd the energy irradiated S(u)du in the frequency range [u, u + du] by the accelerating charge during the whole laser pulse. From the state |j(t)i we calculate the energy K and the angular momentum L z acquired by the electron:
they are important quantities in the perspective of using the QR for storing information.
Numerical simulations
In our calculations we have numerically solved the system of coupled differential eqn (6) from m ¼ À10 to m ¼ 10, and we use a QR with radii R ¼ 10, 20, and 50 a 0 (the Bohr radius), two orthogonal laser elds on the x-y plane with l L ¼ 800 nm, a total intensity of 3 Â 10 14 W cm À2 , b˛ [5 , 20 ] , and a trapezoidal shape f(t) with 4 optical cycles (oc) of full duration and 0.5 cycles of on-off switching. We vary the phase f between 0 and p with a step of 0.01p, obtaining 315 spectra (0, 0.01, ., 3.14) for each value of b. For the QR we have performed simulations for a large range of the radius R but here, for simplicity's sake, we only discuss the case of R ¼ 20a 0 .
In Fig. 1 we show the harmonic spectrum as a function of the calculated only phase f and for b ¼ 5 , 10 , 15 , and 20 in a color rendering scale. In the simulations we have seen that large radii correspond to a wide plateau of harmonics. At R ¼ 20a 0 the more intense harmonics (appearing in red in the rendering scale) extend up to the 20th harmonic order while the cut-off extends up to the 40th harmonic order. From the spectra, we notice that the rst harmonic is almost independent from the phase f. Finally, when the intensity of the component of the laser eld along y grows beyond b ¼ 30 , we do not observe phase dependent harmonic lines. We can affirm that the modulation of the harmonic lines as a function of the phase f occurs only when the strength of the eld polarized along the y axis is less than 30% of the full strength. In particular, we observe that for b # 50 more intense harmonic lines are preferentially emitted for f ¼ p/2, but when increasing the b parameter they split into branches, which tend to f ¼ 1/3 and to f ¼ p À 1/3. The state of the art of the CEP lasers presents a CEP stability of sub-100 mrad. 30, 31 The most noticeable results of our calculations have a resolution of about 200-300 mrad, so we can say that we are well within today's state of the art. In general, the short duration of the driving eld causes broadening of the harmonic lines and the presence of noise in the spectra. However, for the particular problem dealt with now, deeper insight can be gained by studying the classical counterpart of the laser driven ring: it has been shown that the Newton equation of motion of a charge bound on a circle has a chaotic nature and this fact produces a signature in quantal calculations in the form of line broadening and noise.
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To introduce the concept of time evolution of the spectrum, we resort to a Morlet wavelet analysis. The Morlet wavelet is dened as: 
where s 0 is a parameter that indicates the time-frequency resolution of the integration. 34 The Morlet wavelet transform of the acceleration is dened as
that must replace a(u) in the Larmor formula (9) . The wavelet transform is a generalization of the Fourier transform; loosely it can be seen as the spectrum of the signal a through a temporal window of width s 0 /u and centered at time t 0 ; by letting t 0 span over the time range of the signal at a xed u, the temporal evolution of the intensity of the line can be obtained. In our calculation, we choose s 0 ¼ 2, meaning that within the Morlet wavelet shape there are two oscillations at frequency u. 35 In Fig. 2 we show the spectra as a function of time for f ¼ p À 1/3 and f ¼ p/2 for different values of b. From this gure, we can see that the harmonics are generated in pulses of duration with half an optical cycle. This feature is understandable by considering that the laser reaches its maximum eld strength twice per optical cycle. By changing the b parameter and the phase f we can control the intensity of the pulses.
The control can be exploited to implement Boolean algebra by assigning the 0 and 1 values to low and high pulse intensities to create a logic gate. As an example, let us suppose that we sample the intensity of the 50th harmonic (in Fig. 2 ) within the three time intervals centered at 1 oc, 2 oc and 3 oc by means of a sensor. We dene four states:
The state |0i when the laser is off and the signal is off The state |1i when there is only one emission The state |2i when there are two emissions The state |3i when we have three emissions The previous four states are dened independently from the actual time channel of emission of the harmonic: only the number of pulses is relevant. In the top image of Fig. 3 we show the emission of the 50th harmonic versus time for different values of b with f ¼ p À 1/3. Clearly, by setting the value of b we can generate one of the four listed states. The presence of the four states permits the creation of ternary and quaternary logic algebras. These algebras have the advantage of being able to perform complex computations with less clock cycles than those in binary algebra. By changing the phase f we can modify the pulse emissions and then create new logic states. For example by changing the phase from f ¼ p À 1/3 to f ¼ p/2 we obtain new states: |1i instead of |3i, |3i instead of |1i, and |2i instead of |1i (Fig. 3 -bottom) . It is of course possible to extend the previous four state table by also taking into account the time channel of emission of the pulse. Indeed, using one sensor tuned at three different times, it is possible to record up to 2 3 bits, 000 / 111. Aer lengthy examination of the output of our simulation in Table 1 we list a possible implementation of a complete 8 bit table; of course this requires careful planning of the experiment.
The nal step is the study of the dynamic of the electron to explain the presence of these pulses in the previous wavelet spectrum. We calculated the energy and the angular momentum of the electron for different values of f. In Fig. 4 we Fig. 2 , we observe that the harmonic emission occurs when we have an angular momentum inversion that corresponds to a high electron acceleration. Aer these emissions the electron stores a residual angular momentum.
Conclusions
In conclusion we have demonstrated that the harmonic generation from a QR depends on the CEP. In particular, we have shown that the system can efficiently emit harmonics if the intensity strength of the electric eld polarized along y is at most 1/3 of the strength of the x polarized component. When the laser is circularly polarized, the electron tends to have a constant speed along the QR. If the polarization of the laser becomes elliptical, the electron will no longer have a constant speed and its acceleration will cause it to emit radiation. In fact, we have a harmonic emission when the electron has strong acceleration. This picture occurs when the laser ellipticity is almost 0.3, which corresponds to E 0y ¼ E 0x /3. The ellipticity 3 of the system is:
We notice that the ellipticity depends upon b and 4. When the ellipticity is equal to 1, the laser is circularly polarized, if instead it is equal to 0, the laser is linearly polarized. 36 To help with the determination of the range of laser parameters that induce a strong acceleration of the electron, in Fig. 5 we show the ellipticity of the whole laser eld as a function of b and 4. We have a CEP dependence for all values within the red box. In this region, we can control the cut-off extension of the spectra by changing the b parameter and the phase 4. We also notice that in the cut-off region, the harmonics are generated by high angular momentum variations of the electron that correspond to the large electron acceleration mentioned above. By observing the energy and the angular momentum absorbed by the electron, we can see that the electron has several main angular momentum variations that generate the pulses in Fig. 2 .
The asymptotic behavior of the last harmonics versus the intensity of the y component of the laser suggests the possibility of controlling the harmonic emission by changing either the b parameter or the phase. In ref. 37 it has been shown that a QR driven by two laser elds can be used to make logic circuits to create gates for logic operations; using the results of this work, the use of QRs to fabricate qubit, qutrit, ququads and an octal system by changing the CEP of the laser is possible with a considerable improvement of the performance of the system.
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